We apply backward induction to derive optimal price functions. In the second period, given first period price p 1 , the firm selects second period price p 2 (p 2 < Max{q, R}) to maximize its second period profit:
The corresponding second period profit as a function of p 1 is Back in the first period, given π * 2 (p 1 ), the firm selects a first period price p 1 (p 1 < q e ) to maximize its total profit in both periods:
. 
Appendix B Derivation of Optimal Price Functions for the Duopoly Setting
We first utilize the case of q 1 = 1 2 to explain in detail how to derive equilibrium prices and then follow the same procedure to solve equilibria for the other two cases (q 1 = 1 and q 1 = 0).
We apply backward induction to derive optimal price functions. In the second period, given the first period prices, p 11 and p 21 (p j1 < q 
We can then derive the optimal second period prices as functions of the first period prices:
, The corresponding second period profits as functions of the first period prices thus are:
, .
Then back in the first period, firms select the first period prices to maximize their total profits in both periods: , .
Following similar procedure, we can derive the optimal price functions for q 1 = 1:
Similarly, the optimal price functions for q 1 = 0 are , .
In the benchmark scenario, the firms select p 11 , p 21 , p 12 , and p 22 to maximize their total profits: 
